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NUPTIALS WERE PATROL BEATS FOUR ACTIONS 'LIKE LEAF
BRILLIANT
EPAllieTELY COME UP TODAY
wiNi[R1
FROM NOVEL

- FOR this

FASHIONABLE EVENT LAST OFFICERS DIVED IN ORDER E. T. WHITLOW CLAIMS Sopoo
INDIAN CAMP FIRES BLAZDeG
EVENING AT FIRST CHRISTO WATCH AFTER
ON
ACCOUNT 'OF
A
IN WEST AND BATTLE III
TION CHURCH.
THINGS.
ale
DOUBLE HIS FORCE TO COMPLETE THE IMPROVEMENTS

BOARD OF WORKS ORDERS CONTRACTOR

WITHIN SPECIFIED TIME, OR SEE THAT
e

TO

EITHER

NO PART OF

HIGHWAYS ARE TORN UP THAT CANNOT BE FINISHED BY
COLD WEATHER—NO SIGNS

WILL

BE

ALLOWED

SOCIETY

ON1

GATES REMOVED AND
WAS OUT
ILLINOIS CENTRAL CLAIMS
CORDON OF TROOPS
OTHER CAPERS CUT
ENMASSE ATTENDING
M'FAU1. HOLDS LUMBER
CLOSING ABOUT REDSKINS

POLES, OR PERMITTED TO STAND UPON THE PUBLIC
SIDEWALKS.

•

MISS
MR

kUBYE CORBETT AND CITY JAILER EVITTS AND SUIT OF
MARION
LANDER RED DEVILS ARE
INTRENCHED
•
LIEUTENANT POTTER
CH..RLES W. THOMPAGAINST CITY OF PADUAND MAY PUT UP STUBBACK.
SON UNITED.
CAH BEING ARGUED.
BORN
—

In order not to get caught and in period, or see that there is torn up
convenience .the publk as exiated, for po core ,of the thoroughfarea than
the past winter or two, the board ot can be finished by time winter lances After the Ceremony the Couple Re. Captain T J. Moore Takes a Place Jury Brought in Verdict in Litigation They Have a Large Supply of Arnimwith the Immigration Association
ceived at the Residence of Hon
of J. P. Thornton Against Street
public works yesterday alter-nos due the laborers off the work.
tion—Fear They Will Raid.
and
—Business of Officers.
Mrs.
Hal
Corbett.
Car Company.
Log its weekly meeting direeted a
The Independent Telephone cornRanches.
letter to the Memphis Asphalt and paoy was given .permission by the
Paving compane, ordering this con board to put 4 new anchor on TenOn account of last night being Halcern to immediately Couble its forct nessee between Twelfth and ThirActions to be tried today in the
Billings, Mont., Oct. 31.—A mi.
;of laborers employed on the storm teenth streets in place of the old one maitY seasons in this city was the low'een Chief of Police Collins had circuit court are as follows: George peone message from
Arvada, Wyo..
sewers, brick streets and concrete that has becom disarrangd. To this :trials last evening of Miss iteoye the patrolmen on every beat to separ- Hathaway vs. Ben Weille; E. T. states that the renegade
Ute Indiana
sidewalks being put low on First company the board sold aoo paving, Corlett arid Mr. Charles ae Teamo- ate and walk their territontones by Whitlow vs. E. E. Bell & Sons; John are iturenched in a strong
position
bong Broadway to Washington, on brick for use in replacing the brick son, pro of this city's most prominent themselves in order to look after Perdew vs.- Illinois Central; Illinois in the h.lis and that the Tenth
and
Washington from First to Third. and street at Fifth and Jefferson where the nous% people, who were united it the things Deter.
Central vs. W. J. McFaul.
Sixth cavalry .sra reconnoitering the
circumstances
Under
ordinary
holy
bonds of wedlock in ore,enoe of
on Second from Kentucky avenue to telephone people tore it up in putting
George Hathaway was driving on country preparatory to closing in on
Washington
This Incrasc in the down the underground conduit ex- 'an exeeedingly fashionable :ooiseurse there are ,sso officers who go together Eighth between Jefferson and Monroe them. Apparently the object of the
gatherer+ at the First Christi.oi chttelt in eadi beat, looking after police mat- streets July sth, Igoe, when Ben troops is to awe the Indians with
force is to be made so the company tension that was-hid -up Newth
a
on Seventh and Jefferson streets So- ters. but as on Halloween the young Weille ,came up behind his rie in an display of superior force
can get finished by the time atipu- no) feet bowel Jeferson.
and thus
mischief
toted its colltract for this improveautomobile which scared Hathaway's '.cure their -urrender witiout Mood
The tight.company was.empowered cony was out enmasse and combined bucks get out and raise the
J
ment If the company *ads St cannot to put a gas shut-off box in the pave with the numerous friends of the con- and then boys cut all kind of capers animal to the extent that he was shed
finiab the etire work within the time ment fronting Lang Bros drug store tracting pair, heart to overflowing the the chief had the patrolmen to separ; thrown from the vehicle and badly
The Vie. .A1 .!( IC,miliLu -La to
spacious aut!.torium and gallery of ate last night and one look after one injured. Hathaway sues for $2,175 gtve in until compelled, beeeving surspecified in their agreement with the at Second and Broadway
end of his territory, the oche% alter damages.
render will mean their return to
city. the contractor is to see that no
Superintendent Kebbler, of
the the elegant edifice.
The elegant interior of the church the opposite end.
street is left in a torn-up conditioa city's electric light plant, was directed
E. T. %Initiate was employed to Utah, where they say they cannot
Lieutenant Potter received a num- work at the Bell spoke factory on secure enough to eat. The Utes have
when extremely cold weather arrive*. to get up a list showing what dty presented a dream of beauty with its
been
amamctuivneciitionn ings
erbich prevents further work on''be light poles had been shifted in his profuse floral decorations, the choir ber of complaidts about - boys carry- South Third street. He had not been o
c ienya
enlnaerga
e nsupPI
d
sewer. streets and sidewalks. The rearrangement of the city lighting stall being a complete embankment ing gates away, and defacing fences, engaged there but a few hours when
at
Gilboard of works give., this order service in preparing for the new of ferns that covered that portion of but nothing serious happened, neither a pile of lumber he was stackin fell tette and if the temper of the leadheeyn cparnopboesetatkoenfiarishtan
so no thoroughfare will be torn up lights The street inspector is to take t•,.auditorium, while the chancel were the officers compelled to make on him and broke his leg He wants dincgattircimbestm
sad have to be abandoned when cold t his list and have „paired the holes; wile an attractive bow ee of beauty arrests for drunkenness or disorder $5.coo damages. Alla
;
n
John Perdew sues the Illinois Gen- w'll make a show of resistance and
weather arrives and remain in that and had places left in the public side- with its clustered arrangements of due to Hallow'een alone
•
teal railroad for $600 damages on the secure- concessions from the soldiers
smilax, draped over where the happy
impassable condition tbroilagb the walks and streets
Breach of the Piece.
ground that the railroad has its road- periling an appeal to Washintton
wiener season Last winter consider- I Street inspector Alonzo Elliott was Pair stood • The eolunmf suPPortind
Wili Long. colored, was arrested bed and tracks banked up so high crait
To,nightthecambrip
of the Is-aable trouble was had in this respect on instructed to repair the bad places thc gallery were artistically draped
yesterday on the charge of striking where it runs near Perdew's farm that are net
are blazing brightly.
Keritocky avenue, and the winter be- hi the sidewalk on Adams between with smilax also.
painted nor are they dancwater backs over his land and causes
The church was paceed to conges. a boy who apt the warrant out
or Broadway, %here the side- Second and Third streets
ing!
great
damage
uon
bridal
wheat
party
arrived
at
the
walks were excavanot for and awn
Sewerage Inspector Bondsman reMoorhead advice. state that a panic
Lightfoot Murder Cam.
The Illinois Central railroad sues
left until the flowing spriag before ported to the board that only one the appointed hour, 8:30.0'clock. The
is
and
on and the women and children are
Jailer
Evitte.
Thomas
City.
_
the
on
AcFall
ground
that
the
march
to the altar was lead by
W. Jo
The resident of Fountain avenue had an
the concrete could be laid.
board will tolerate nothing of this undereround pipe running from the Messrs Charles Alcott and Arthur Y I./entwine& Thomas Poeter returned latter confiscated a carload of lumber being removed from the acme. It
:s feared the;
dealfew
in the event of clash
"
nature, and warns the contactors to toilet room in his home to the Brad- Minim, down the center aisle, pre- yesterday at noon from bleeping, that was in care of the railroad. andi bctweea
•
ceding Miss Pauline Purcell of LeX- both haring been down to testify in which did not belong to.McFall
either double their force IA_ rash
—
willscatter
an d 'snick tbair
ington. Thin came Dr. Charles R the Wit. Lightfoot killing case. -Yes- road sues for value of the material. 8
thins to completion befiiie the bad
(Condoned en Page WOO
museance upon the settler.
The
Lightfoot and Mr. Richard Rudy, terday the arguments were faeiihed It is understood the litigation will betitrelbles
ranches no being cenvcrted alto for followed by Miss Jeanette Campbell. and the case given to the jury, but continued until the next term of court.
hen called today
who in turn was followed by Messrs as yet no word has been received an- when
suit of Jessie Wicks against the
Nolan Van Culin and Douglas Nash notated*, a verdict. Lightfoot is acwhse
itde. of. murdering Roy Sloane. City of Paducah was set for
Miss Mary Belle Taylor next came, cu
today, but having been compromised'
followed by Messrs. Louis Rieke, Jr..
last Week, it is dismissed She said
Miss Elizabeth
and Wallace Weil
the municipal government for $t,okie
Fortner Detective.
Sinnott next, and then Dr. J. Q.
Captain T. J Moore, who has been damages on the ground that the city
Little Misses Lucye
Taylor alone
40
Orerbey and Hannah • Corbett, the the efficient detective of the city for permitted a lot of unhealthy water to
UMW girIs. preceded Mrs. Henry the past two years, in giving up this stand in the hollow behind her borne
Fourth near Harrison
BURY ROTTOWRING WAS FINED is AND COSTS YESTERDAY Ritlbe-the matron of hono., who was work does so to accept a position as on North
street
immigration
awsothe
for
promoter
the
Langstaff.
•
d by Miss Faith
MISS FRITTS AND CLARENCE
BY JUSTICE CHARLES EMERY. WHO ALSO ISSUED A WARof honor. Then came the ciation, and kelp in other work of this
LANDRAM DID NOT
Now Being Argued.
RANT AGAINST CHARLES BARBER. ACCUSING THE LAT*arming bride leaning upon the arm character
MARRY
There is now being argued liefore
TER OF KILLING RABBITS—GAME WARDEN MOORE WAR- of her brother, Hon. Jacob Corbett of
the jury the suit of Marion Lander Information Given by Dick Harris
Ky The ladies of the
Four Paducah Boys.
RANTED THESE TWO, AND ALSO GORGE OVERSTREET. bridal party mounted the chancel,
against the City of Paducah. Southern
Who Was Not Bothered, on Makmessage
Collins
received
a
Chief
ing Abject Apologies.
THE LATTER BEING CHARGED WITH KILLING BIRDS OUT , while the gentleman encircled it. At over the long distance telephone from Bitulithic company, and Contractors
...............111110.
the altar the fair one was met by the the Fulton police yesterday afternoon, Robertson and Gardner. The litigaOF SEASON.
Yesterday morning The Register
groom, who entered from the door in which the latter said they had ar- tion will be given the jury today to+
to left of chancel, accompanied by his rested four Paducah boys, Herbert decide. She fell into a ditch dug for published an article stating that last
best man, Mr. Horace W. Shinn. Stewart. Edgar Holland. Harry Swift storm watt. Sewers on Kentucky week Miss Maud Frittg of Metropolis,
of this strong that the county judge decided While the sweet music pealed fort and Arthur McClellan, all of whom avenue between Fifth and Sixth and Mr. Clarence Landram of this
Game Wardelt-Y7
city and county, yesterday hadt hii to select the game wardsn, naming (torn the pipe organ. under touch of had rim away from their homes in streets, and was painfully hurt. She city, were quietly married at that
contends the city negligently per- place, and the fact did not become
f:rst case since being appointed last M.. Moore. The latter intends to vig- Mr. Owen Tully, Rev. W. E. Cave, this city. The Fulton officers wanted
orously prosecute everybody violating of the First Presbyterian church, per- to know if the Paducah department mitted the trench to remain open and known antil their return here Tuesweek by the county court a, the the law, and
hopes in this manner to formed the "ring ceremony" and wanted the boys returned home, and unprotected.
day. Later it developed this was not
guardian of the game and its laws of Ulnae up the illegal practice, which
The jury brought in verdict for de- a fact and that the couple had not
pronounced the happy pair man and word was returned to Fulton to let all
The case was that if permitted to continue, would re- wife.
this county.
of them go mith exception of the fendant in the damage suit of J. P. been married at all. The information
stilt
in
the
game
being completely
ogainst Henry Rottgering, son of Mr.
After the wedding Mr. and Mrs. Stewart lad. whose father went down Thornton against the Paducah Trac- on which the article' wes based wait
tion company. Thornton sued for brought to The Register affice by
wiped
out
in
this
section.
dairyretired
the
Rottgering,
Thompson entertained their friends after him last night. The boys
J. W.
'Several
parties reported are being with an elaborate reeeetion at the wanted to "see the world." The Hol- damages on the ground his horse be- Barber Dick Harris, Tuesday night,
! an of Rowlandtown. The young
kept
t
under
surveilance by the war- residence of the bride's brother, Hon. land lad is the one charged with cut- came scrod at a South Sixth street he claiming to have just left the
law
man confessed to violating the
car and threw him 7t, causing in- couple he claimed had married, and
.
by shooting a rabbit, and was fined den, who will get warrants when he Hal S. Corbett of North Eighth near ting another boy during a fight sevjun
as.
detects
the
suspected
ones
in
had informed them he would have it
the act Monroe streets. There they received eral weeks ago at the cordage factory
$e and coats by Justice Charles Ems
Tbt defendant's request for a new published The paper had no reason
s
cry in his court. Rottgering killed of killing game.
throngs of their friends who greeted on North Ninth street, but the authortrial was overruled in the suit of J. to doubt Harris, and yesterday when
the rabbit last Sunday while out huntthe couple with the compliments of ities do not want him if he will stay
S. Jackson, Sr., against Tobias Stegar The Register was about to turn on
LITTLE BOY
DIED.
:ng in company with Charles Barber,
the evening, and wished for both the away.
Defendant 'hen appealed. Jackson him, what he had probably thought
who lived over in Illinois. The game
happy and prosperous marital career
Yudgment against Steger for was a joke he had played on the
got
Paul
Nance
Passed
Away
Yesterday
, warden got warrants out against both,
merited.
several days ago, it being due couple, he came to this office and
$t,000
Sisordetr.
•
After
Sickness
blies Stra
With Croup.
that Barber has not yet been arrestThe beautiful bride looked exquisite
on advanced money and for iron ma- made apologies for the act, claiming
her
etelored,
had
Jeihnson,
Eva
in a costume of pure white, while
Paul, the 7-year-old son of Mr. and dropping from her head was a long Hallow'estn celebre0on nipped in the terial.
he thought at the time he gave in
The law is that anyone can trap
There was dismissed without preju- the information that the
surmised
rabbits the year round if they deside, Mrs. Edward Nance of 1e14 West bridal veil of much elegance. In her bud last evening about 9 o'clock by
who dice the suit of Albert Sapplie against wedding had been a reality and he
bin nobody is permitted to kill them Broadway, died yesterday morning at hands. she carried a spray briquet of Patrolman Emile','Got:nettle
company. had
Traction
the Paducah
no intention of harenhie anyone.
by shooting betwen September tsth tt o'clock deer an illness with mem- tobe roses. The bridesmaids and thought she was having too good a
Sapplie is the Italian fruit dealer of
about
out
officer
time.
braneous
found
,
The
her
croup.
unusually
He
was
an
The article caused quite a deal of
and November isth: Game Warden
ether lady attendants were garbed in
was
Broadway near Sixth, and
Moore detected these two young fel- popular little fellow, whose death is dreamt of white gowns, and each car- Ninth and Washetagton streets, loud- knocked down by a car while passing annoyance to the young lady and Mr.
mischief.
raising
cursidg
the
and
ly
deeply
felt
by
many
friends.
The
Landrant, who are well known young
lows while he was rambling around in
ried pink chrysanthemums.
across Broadway at Fifth last Janu people, and
up.
hour for the funeral service will be
was
locked
She
the paper regrets that it
the woods Sunday.
No couple stands higher in the
ary.
Green Sits Up Now.
was imposed on in my such manner,
The warden yesterday got a war- set today.
state Of Kentucky than the bride and
Mary Ann Bloodworth get jedg-. and was the Innocent
Tom Green is able to sit up in his
cause of emberrest in Justice Emery's court for
groom, who come of distinguished
nient for $65 rent due her from G W.
and
say
the
now,
there
doctors
bed
rassetent to the principals mentioned.
George Overstreet, better known as
families and sway with unusual popes
Died of Pneumonia.
is no doadat but that he will get well, Colyet.
''Shorty" Overstreet. He is charged
larity everywhere. The young lady
The appellate court mandate was
the fact the bullet entering
despite
Messrs;
Katterjohn, W.
with killing birds and will be given Fairy BOGS, Aged 3 Years, Passed is one of the most beautiful women
filed in the snit of Felix G. Rudolph,
he
penetrated
and
body
his
lung
his
H. Patterson and Henry Ratterjoh•
a trial when the warrent is served.
Away Yesterday Morning.
bf this' state, noted for her loveliness
lay at death's door for several days guardian of Albert Rogers, against left yesterday for Louisville on Mists
'rite law permits anyone to kill birds
and accomplishments. She is a true
the Paducah Cohankus Manufactur- nest
Thirteenth
may between November isth and
Fairy, the 3-year-old daughter of Kentucky. girl of that high atandard at hichonte on North
company. Rogers worked at the
ing
Green is the negro shot through the
January Sit of each year.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Boaz, died yes- for which the state is ,"annous, and in
Cohankus plant and was injured Benight
three
*
"
"Pretty
one
back
Boy
by
Complaints have come from many terday morning of pneumonia at theft addition to ter charm and beauty, is
ago at Alice Perkins, home ing under legal age the public ad- enit court, but the concern appealed.
sections of the countty regarding the home in the Hard Money section. The endowed with a high intellectualfty weeks
row in rear of the ministrateo qualified as guardian for In the a.ppellate tribunal the boy again
Huntingdon
on
Riegel 'laying if birds and rabbits by remains *ere interred yesterday after- for which her family la noted. She
shops.
The
officers have not him. and brought suit for damages won end now the mandate to this
railroad
apertenkrt who have no regard for noon at the family cemetery in that
against the company The boy got effeea is lodged here, and cowmen
tat captured the 'Mewed ehootist
die law. and the howl became so'viefility.
Coetietted on Page Five.
fedtrment for *win I. the local el,- ordered to pay.
Its

First Conviction For
Violating Game taws

trialimARRIAGE WAS
ONLY A JOKE

•

C.

Sill LING LOSS ,TRESPASS CASE
PERMITS FOR
P1A81tHtliS
ON DRY KILN IS DISMSSED
BUILDINGS
PUT TO WORK
RELEASED
THAT LINE INSURANCE ADJUSTERS NOW JUDGE PURYEAR
THEY PLACED ONE COAT YES- NOT MUCH IN
YESNS
ROLLI
ES
CHARL
THEIR
G
UP
FIXIN
JUST AT THE PRESENT
TERDAY AT WASHINGTON
TERDAY.
PAPERS.
TIME.
BUILDING.
of
ton Issued On- The Veneer People Will Immediate- H. W. Reasor Has Been Robbed
Mr. Emmett Bagby Sings This Morn- City Enginer Washing
at—
Overco
Also
and
Money
His
ing
PorThat
ly Begin Rebuild
ly Seventeen Permits During
ing at Opening Exercises of
Assault Case Continued.
tion of Burned Plant.
October, AU for Small Jobe.
High School Class.

lb

Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED' JEWELRY
DESCRIPTIONS
OF ALL
IN STOCK.

AND A
EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS
HAND.
ON
MUSIC
OF
SUPPLY

GENTRAL

AND
In the police court yesterday morn- IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL
The fire insurance adjusters have
Not many new buildings arc being
Yeeterday morning Contractor H.
.
STOCK
OUR
Charles
ed
SEE
dismiss
Puryear
the city, as arrived and commenced settling the ing Judge
Millar Cunningham put his in to stirted at present over
tresATTRACTIVE
off in the loss sustained last week by the Pa- Rollins of the charge of willful
falling
GOODS.
the
sails
by
,
I"
ed
and
evidenc
ceilaig
the
LOOK OUT FOR OUR HOLLI DAY
volt plastering
had arrested Roly
M.
Mann
W
pass.
compan
Lumber
and
Veneer
ducah
City
by
'BODY.
EVEI,O
itsued
l'CR
NT
A
PRESE
AND
S
PRICE
of the new room being prepared in number of permits
ento the (Sowell's mill) of Mechanicsburg, lins on the ground that the latter
the basement of the Washington Engineer L. A. Washington
stole
and
y
propert
was
Mann's
upon
tered
concern
of
the
kiln
dry
the
when
were
school building on West Broadway. contractors. Only seventeen
were destroyed with its contents, oecasion- a piece of iron several feet long
I he men by quitting time in the af- applied for and none of them
Willis Howard was given a continThe to- mg a loss of about $7000. As soon as
ternoon had imishei putting on the for any very large amounts.
the uance until tomorrow of the warrant
with
settling
finish
s
adjuster
tothe
issued
permits
of
•
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
first coat of plaster, and will tho tal number
build- mill people for the loss, the latter charging him with maliciously assaultilly Broadway.
troraing be started on the new room gether with name of the party
was
latter
The
h.
location will commence clearing away the !de- ing James Randolp
at the McKinley building in Mechan- ing, character of structure,
bris left by the conflagration and given a postponement until tomorrow
icsburg. It will take them only a and coot, as as follows:
,
\
je
for the new dry kiln whicn of the warrant charging him with disn
liarriha
prepare
on
Mr Stevenson, frame
gamma
day to put the first coat on there,
Pend- orderly conduct.
tely.
immedia
erected
he
Harwill
and
Madison
rd
between
to
bouleva
back
when they will then come
H. W. Reasor was fined $I and
ing cOmpletion of the new one a
the Washington school and spread rison streets, $1200.
will costs for being drunk. He is the
kind
this
of
e
ry
structur
n
Haraha
tempora
on
m,
frame
Burnha
Fo
the second coat. Finishing that they
d and utilized. The ad Ntaytield man who was found lying
go back to the Mechanicsburg struc- boulevard betweet Madison and hat be prepare
‘17‘41
finish with their work drunk at Third and Washington
will
justers
ture to do likewise. The lathing has r.. on_ $1,2oo.
cloth
his
of
there
pockets
the
as
with
two,
or
streets
Mary J. Walker, frame on South within the next day
been dour already, leaving the plasWhen he
Quit paying rest Let ea build the home; yes pay kw it es poe
Noah between 3ashman and Eliz- is nothing to do except pay the full ing turned wrong side out.
lots es the
tering all to be done.
told
he
loss
morning
pay rest Vacant Ws is ell parts el the city. Nice
ay
the
got sober yesterd
amount of their policies, as
en Allen
The superintendent Is daily expect- abeth streets,
end
Alpo
mien
Speed
es
ea
to the officers his money had been taken
proposed me enewed
S. B. Caldwell, Sr., frame on Madi- is- a total one, and no figuring has
ples
ing the too-new desks he ordered two
lemilmeet
es
new
llee
east
,
tap
Peacher
Op
from
L
R.
mem
and overcoat stolen.
, in
Ptovert
weeks ago, and which are to be used son between Tenth and Fsleventh, be done.
Wee.
is
the
emend
leighein
s fine, and
wblb dap. We In
The veneer people hope - to have the salooaist, paid Reasor'
in the two new rooms being created. S.i,o.
asemaing
S. B Caldwell, Sr, frame on Jef- their new kiln completed and ready he was released.
costs was assessed
and
$t
A
of
tine
but
and
urth
month,
Twenty-Fo
of
between
next
ferson
first
the
by
use
.
g
for
Openin Exercise
against L. W. Henderson on the
it is doubtful if they can do this.
Mr. Emmett Babgy, Jr., will ren- Twenty-fifth sweet $2,000
INCORPORATED.
charge of being drunk
Thomas C. Leech, frame on flora der several solos this morning as
Laird D. Seaders. Pies. andMgi. P hone 7.4.
the opening exercise for the High barn boulevard between Madison and
School pupils at the Washington Harrison street. $1,000.
W. F: Owens frame on Tenth 'be
building
tween Jackson and Ohio streets, $acto
Mrs. Tobe Rogers, brick on • liar
Alumni Gathering.
The Paducah Alumni Atmociation rison bets sen Sixteenth and Seven
bolds its monthly meeting tomorrow teen(h setts, $3,00o.
F. G. Boon agent, repairs on
o'clock at the auditorafternoon at
ay between Third and Fourth.
Broadw
at
ium in the High School building
TO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
$1,000
be
will
program
NAL W
fine
a
tone
which
RIDDLED WITH MRS. SMITH, IN NATIO
NOE
JACOB
s
Clemtirt
SERVING SPOONS FORKS, POON& FISH KNIVES, DISHon
frame
Raper,
IN
C
C.
rendered, much of it consisting of
C T. U. MAKES SI ART
NTINSTA
DIES
AND
SHOT
ES. ETC
readings from Eugene Fields and 14tereen Bridge and Powell streets.
LING STATES!E`..• T
LY—OTHER WOUNDED
Sadao.
James Whitcomb Riley.
Mary Allen, frame addition on
h between Ohio and Jackson
E!event
Held in
COLLEGE CHUM'S
Women Ar
Fight Over Sister of Noe Cause of Says Young
Auction
REVENGE ON GROOM ":eeta $250ai
Sold
Captivity and
Killing—Desperado Killed
Woolfolk-Bowers Company, brick
in New York
P
d.
Richmon
and
Court
on
Near
between
Second
stable
tissues Circulars Inviting Populace to
Washington streets, Sitio.
Come to Wedding and
J. H. Edmunds, frame on Brown
Noise."
"Bring
Hartford. Conn., -Oa 31 --There
Carlton an I Loving streets. • Harlan, Ky, October 31.—A bloody
between
New York, Oct. 3I.--A small -cirto,o0o young women in Chicago
are
of
tragedy occurred near the mouth
cuter printed in bold, black type, $191
Es R. Bradshaw, brick on Nine Wiallia's Creek, this county, in which who are obliged to work at $5 a week,
which dropped from each neatly fold- teenth
between Morroc and Madison one man was tilled instantly, another and there are s.000 la ons there,
ed uesnepaper yesterday neorniqg,
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A
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I heard a voice at evening softly say:
'Bear not thy yesterday into tomorrow,
Nor load this week with last week's
load of sorrow;
Lift all thy burdens as they come, nor
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by;
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way—
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the game, and the number of leaves informed of the status of the' St.
No other like it in West Ken•
C.
N.
did the corporations or their organs
leadership of the anatrdno Mtai, Cecila on the trees obscuring vision, is said Louis afair after the secretary of the
tucky. Satisfy yourself
by
Pattersorts sang hymns on the floor' to be responsible for the falling od treasury has reviewed the ease.
ever favor anything for the pecple?
sending us your laundry.
Mrs. Arthur V. Crary, of Chicago. above. In this way a possible panic in
receipts, although game Is reportThe Regiut . nag time and again
goes to Memphis Saturday, to visit waa
. prevented. The fire broke out ed to be abundant
Mr. Frank Harris 1Il shelistly arstated that it ss for progress and itn- her mother. She came here to at- while the childaen Wore at supper.
rive from Pueblo,'Colo., to visit 'his
pavement, but not where the pelvic taidtend the Corhett-Thompson wed- The fire department suceiceded iiieon'Phone 200.
Acivertfre 'n the Reeister and Cs tnother. Mrs. Mary Harris of South
t
finino the flames to the fklAcTent•
ratenot afford it.. or to have the im- fraff. •
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BLEECKE.R ABOUT HOMER ADAMS WENT TO JAIL
YESTERDAY IN WHISKEY
OF PAINFUL
CASE.
HURTS.
I

LUERNE
...COAL...

A

4.m
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Barry dad
Heoneberger

We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE

Both phones 70

COAL

Gasoline Boat Attached.
Thrown From Buggy.
The West Kentucky Coal Company
Mr, Carl Gilmore is suffering from
That run-down, tired feeling is the
painful bruises on her body, caused yestettlay in the United States court
by her horse kicking her after she fled siin against the owners of the fast symptom of MALARIA, take
was thrown out of thc buggy on the gasoline boat. Terre Haute, for $1.animal becoming frightened while she eon • The boat was attached by Depwas driving ha Rowlsatilowni where, uty United States biarsh.d Wade
her husband is connected with. Brun- Brown. The Coal .Company claims
soo's floral establishment. .No lyres it—consigned to care of the Terre
•Ffaute 'a . fine barge, valued at $1,000,
were brakes.
to be delivered up the Ohio river,
Artedeed by vicious ;Nor:
i‘lturtc
Golconda while in care
boat
'Feiner Thomas Clayton it cif .1,151
Kentucky avenue, who midi?
' Ifki)1 nee, Diseauarks mammies.
Trimble street, was yesterday 'pork!
Has
ini out near the cemetery to do some, Judge Reed, of the circuit court. The specific for all mailana
eid
time
not
hove
yesterday
to
taLe
work, when a vicious del attIckedt
▪ the mandamus suit the Paducah cured others. Will cure yea.
him and severly
efskegt
fore he could kick the betas off The Distilkries Company • filed against
Prise so Cents Per Sen.
i tile City of Paducah in its attempts
wounds are quite painful.
•
td`41/0enpel the municipality to issue a
Blond Poiseelinft
firenee eotitling the d:stilleries eons.
lb. Karl H.'Beyeeirol eaa,Souill
• piny to sell liquor in as small quanThird street is suffering tram an attities as one quart. The judge's en._ _et
tack of blood poilioning in .ltis tbs
tire time is being owneumed with the
arm, as result of a spider bittng taana .tdry cues before hi
m, and he an several days ag•• on the haucL
flounced he could not think of taking
tWOIlen
am
twice its natural up the
mandamus litigatiou until a
tize
time when it did not interfere with
DRVG STOLZ.
Conditionl'et
he regular court duties.
—
The toodition of Mt. E. W. WilSeventh and Jackson St. nese 2v,
cox coutieues very critical at RiverMrs. Frank Efinger has returned
side hospital. and his recovery is yet from visiting
in Chattanooga, Tenn
motor of loubt.

Bacon's Malarial
TonicCapsules

COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE
Without Competition Death to Commercial Life

Hai

1

NUPTIAISLRE
ALL SAINTS' DAY ELECIRICAL
BRILLIANT
EXPERT
DIED
CELEBRATED
•••/MEP

Hal

The Long Looked ,For Has
Just Arrived
A.

AFTER 17 YEARS IN THE H ANIS OP RIP VAN WINKLE. BUT WE HAVE COMB TO STASI
LOPEOUT FOR US, WE'LL RE IN TO SEE YOU ON JANUARY IS T, igo7, TSB& PURE
FOOD INA111,
THE MASTODON, THE BICIOEST ON EARTH.
•

'•

1.

To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
I bane this day changed the name of my place of business. at 16 South
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, to

BACON'S

Fourth

sweet

Interim

The Home of Willow Spring
of Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky.. a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Curnmins, dia.
tiller, reentered distillery No.
Willow Spring Is a PURE LIQUID FOOD. sanctioned by the pure food law of the State of Kentucky. This Whiskey is made ot as busheis . rye, Is bushels of malt and 6o bushels of corn and
the CRYSTAL WATERS of W 'low Spring, %Joon County, Kentocky. There is no adulteration of any
kind in this whiskey. I offer a Sioutao Retried to any cberniet who will find one
grain of impurities
in this whiskey. My wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in 8t
Louis, David Nicholson, whose name a•,sc.k.cd to .he label guarantees purity. Therefore they Set
another of my liquid foods made from the delicioas grapes of California. My blackberry brandy is
guaranteed to be pure, made trom the pure, delicious fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaranteed by she celebrated firm of Gordon a Dilworth. Another *tun food
that can be used with impunity
for sielmean
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages tri gin pure, is di:Wird from pure and
reel,
low apples at McMinnville, Tenn., by Henneney Rem_ apple brandy distillers of McMinnville, Tenn. Another of my pure liquid foods made from app....
I handle bat one brand of Beer, the parent in the United States of America. nude by the Anbeuser-Buach Brewing Association, of St. Louis, Mo., both in draught and In bottles—the renowned Budlimner. It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my liquid foods, made from pure malt
, -,4.• rood how.
My Dear Friends and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is PURITY
and guaranteed by the American Pure Food Laws of our State. Thank God for the pure food laws.
1
:
l They have been seventeen years coming, but have come at lest. On the first of next januavy these laws
will go into force in the entire United Stotts of America and I a m one of the few that her
anythingIn
the drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure Food Laws. These laws are going
to he
enforced as the government never before enforced a law in our great country. There will be no
more
so-called to and is-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounders and rectifiers, as the kw
will
compel them to put on the labels exactly what it is, if it is rectified or compounded, made
of drugs
There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannot use neutral
and
spirits and without
spirits—a. blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they cannot be tabled with
fictitious ages
and names of (u -class whiskies.. It will be death to blenders, rectifiers and so-called
compounders
Remember, the only place in our city where you can get T' 7ity, both by the drink.„
sm, pints or
. half-pints. is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRINGS, liquid food. ire South Fourth
street, Pachetah. Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or your head will tell you the
sent day that you have been drinking the vile and poisnwous stuff of so-caned blenders and rectifiers
mode yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So walk a few blocks more and come 'h.;
where pure
lipid foods are dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's, Mop
.

(Combined from Page Os)
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is- the only daughter of Mrs. ReMR E.. W. WILCOX
PASSED
SERVICLII
HELD AT GRACE
i bocce Hannah Corbett, widow of the
AWAY AT RIVERSIDE
EPISCOPAL AND ST FR ANi Pate Colonel Thomas Corbett, one of
HOSPITAL.
I
CES DE SAL
.
/ Kentucky's leading men during life.
Mr. Thotnpaon comes of a promincnt
Virginia family, and took this
Took Sick Three Weeks Ago at Hotel
W C. T. U. Disposes "Segni ParCity Ai hie home some thirteen years
Craig Where He Made His
ite at UAW, Gathering—
ago. He is a sterl;ng and progressive
Horne While Ilere
Church Matters
business man whose establihment has
flourished under his judicious guidnee and became a leading factor
This morning at 12.30 o'clock 3tr..
at in.45 o'clock
'
this mooting ,••C r E _
i
n
Padlicah's commercial world. Mr.
W.
W Wilcox died in Ins private
•KC% will be held at Grace Episcopal
. . ward at Riverside hospital after a Thompson of a man of high ideals,
.
S.C
several week's illness with dysentery.' hi honor and integrity always beino
Day. Flowers wiU be received beThe remains were at once moved to tie evidence: I-, is a man lookel
tween o and to o'clock this morning
the Guy Nance undertaking parlors I from every sphere of life, and is held
for the altar. to afterwards be dieon South Third street, where they ;n the highest of estimation by all.
tObuted at the cemeteries.
The Est Corbett borne on North
are being held, awaiting arrival of
some of his family today from An- Eighth was handsomely decanted for
St. Frances De Sales Service
the bridal reception, which was quite
Math
This MOMing at 7 and co o'clock dora. IU.'
Mr. Wilcox was the "installer- ior a gorgeous affair, the work of the
mass will be held at St. Freisees de
the American Electrical Company of floral artist converting the home into
Sales it being MI Saints' Day,
Chicago, and his concern had the 1 beautiful scene. The wedding at-while tomorrow a high mass or recontract to put in some new equip- tendants were in the receiving line.
quiem will be celebrated at 8 o'clock
The happy par left this morning
ment for the independent telephone
on account of All Souls' Day
company of South Fith ate•et. this for an Eastern bridal tour. returning
Who will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on the o ore food laws of our
State
city. He had been hare for the past from which they live at the hone of
•
Lahore@ League.
six months superintending
North Sixtl. near Clay
on
bride
toe
Tire Lutheran Leagne
the Getnon of this additional apparatus. street
MIS
Lutheran church of Sisath
Abbot'three weeks ago he took ill
F inorth street meets this afternoon at
at Hotel Craig. where he lived. His LITTLE GIRL DRAWS A WILL
o'clock with Miss Atork•Sehmans
emu One hundred for funeral. Eigh3
condition became so serious though,
, •
Arcadia
oi
ttet he had to be moved from his sitting Beside Dying blether She ty dollars for pa. Third' bankbook to
pa. It I do not die I will not give
room to private ward in the hospital
Puna the Last Testament.
"Social Purity" Discussions
money awa.y until L die.
Lot /reek, and there be gradually got
Oakland, Cal., Oct. 31.—Knowing
meets this eters
DR. J. D. SMITH, of Paducah
Louisa Bushnell.
worm. until claimed by death thisothat ,he was about to the and wishat the First Baptist choral, ottAtk Morning
roo
The witnesses to the will are Miss
early.
Anti-Mown Prohibition Candidate
\
ing to dispose of her estate as she had
-see iel Purity" as the theme for dis• Me. Wilcox traveled out oi Chic- planned in her days. of health, *re Henrietta Walther and Alvina D.
lot Congress,.
enesi on. with. Mrs Lettie Elbe* ad io for
his firm and was an expert Louisa at:shell called her To-year .Sueas, neighbors, who were called in
leade '
in his'. line.
He was tlairty-nine cid child. Sophia to her bedside and when the little girl had completed her
While here lie• show- Fad the child draw one of the titik. Mrs Bpshnell died a few hours
age
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ne nay to
ess
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ed
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to
be
a thorough and con, strangest wilt that has ever been :here she had signed the docnment.
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and
deep
reThis is the will that the trembling
ed into met. Large congregations aite pet is occasioned to all his
ac- child drew on a billhead of her fath- yesterday went to visit in Evansville.
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visiting
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Mr.
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two
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Freddnia • Will preach at the 'Second trrii at Aurora, and ose
ted tt with'oar vuo,
Mr. Herbert Hecht left yesterday
brother; Mr.
Fruitvale, July 24. s6.—Last will
Papf;st c, isurch
A. li Wilcox of Durant, Indian
for
a
trip
through
the
West.
of Louisa Boshnell—Pa is to be my
itory.
Mr, Eva B. Grocms of New York
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visiting Mrs. J. R. Coleman.
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I WANT YOUR VOTE.
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it.
When
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BY LEXINGTON WOMAN rionansc will be taken to Aurora Ow Soo and Sophie eiodi—my share So-bu rial One one bankbook, $100; May other Advertise in the Register and Get
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Paris, Ky., Oct.
Results_
one. Thirty dollars out of it grandhas lieen tiled' in the Bourbon ciectut MOROCCAN SITUATIO N
BECOMING PRECARIOUS
court by Mrs • Daley Botts, of Lexington, Ky., i 'ormerly Miss -Daisy
city, against Sarah
Tangier. Oct. .31.—The.„ sitnotiOn at
Boon, of this
Woolstein and .1...ouis Woolstein. C Marralcesh is getting,pricartions;',The
J. aronston, of ,Lexington, ban been Cabeilleani in the surroundifte disemployed by Mrs. Botts to proeeeute ttict .arc aroused and are desteciying
mch other. Anarchy is rife arid trade'
int age.
If seems,, that t(vs. Botts Visited is sioppcdt Commitment on is - cut
„with .Masagau .o nthe coast. A
Paris during the sit 'eet fair, and' being a former neighbor of the Weliol- r'ich Algirrian after being'despoiled
stein family. was inNvited there for hy the Kaid :n Torgrir has hCen IL i
(linnet. The day of the visit Mr. ot,in the prison into which he had l
France , will- claidi
Woolstein lost several articles • of &en thrown.
from the Majtazen the nrgent intetjewelry.
It is alleged in the petition that Mr. vention of the European powers. The
and Mrs.. Woolstein accused Mrs. cruiser Joanne D'Are has arrived
Botts of being the thief. She non t here_
t4
It , is'
prays for $25,e00 damages.
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chilni•d that
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Get Our Prices

John Bleecker ha, Amu re.( United States Commosioner Arcovered from the severe bruises sus- moue Gardiutr yesteraay held Homo
Minted ten days ago by being knocked , Adams over to the Federal gran•I
liquor withdown by her horse and getting tram- Jury on cherge of
pled upon in Arcadia. She was hold- out a government iicense down .n
,..g the frightened beast's head, when Calloway county. The bond was fixa passing runaway team seared the ed at $200, and failing to execute it,
Adams went to the county jail.
a nimal.
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UY YOUR COAL NOW WHILE THE PRICE IS' LOW
Cars are scaroe and the unusunli dernand for coal ,has
caused a shortage, which will be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, ." L U Z ER N E

There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 1st

Mrs. Cart Gilman Thrown Fenn West Kentucky Coal Company Tied
up Steamer Teens Haute
Baggy by Frightened Animal—
oco Claim—Otber Actions.
°thole Injured People.

•••6

S •i
,

of

be

The Talking
Machine Man

116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

c

Now is the time for you to fill youi coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 1 lc

Best Rentucky ana Illinois Coal

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent hi Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KINGCOF CEMENT,'

.4

IL M.
:Cunningham,

A,

Phones: -Old 9604 New 245.

-

-

▪

-

Thi--teenth and Adams Street

•
•

Wilt
WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED In a Few Years Wireless Messages
Reach Every Corner of Earth
ELECTION
ON AT NOVEMBER
•L PORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COMMITTEE ON NEW
CONTRACT BETWEtiol iniE CITY OF PADUCAH AND THE
PADUCAH WATER COMPAN Y.

Washington, D. C., Oct. 31.—The trans Atlantic liners. We.also receive
United States weather bureau looks readings from several stations we esforward to the furnAhing of weather tablished in the Azores, the Beermuforecasts to vessel, on every ocean das, the Bahamas, the north coast ot
by means of wireless telegraphy. "We South America, and a score of points
need an international law.compelling in the West Indies. With them we
every vessel to carry wireless tele- are able to make out iairly accurate
graph apparatus and requiring them maps of the storm centers sled furto take daily observations, to trans- nish the data to vessels within reach
mit them as soon' as taken and to of the wireless stations along the
receive or forward Such messages to coast. When we get daily observathe nearest station," said Professor,• tions from vessels all over the world
Willis Moore, chief of the weather! we will map out the storm centers
bureau, in discussing the matter. "It , mid cover practically the area of every
will take time to accomplsih this;1 ocean. This information we will send
five years, or probably ten, but in the to ship-, within tv o hours of the time
end it will come, because by this they send their readings and they will
means loss- of life at sea will be re- have an opportunity to steer clear of
duced to a minimum. At present we the storm centers. This system will
2re furnishing forecasts to yessels • be of immense value to vessels and
along the Atlantic and are receiving taming to its simplicity and inexpeodaily observations from a number of siveness it is bound to come.'
4
PLANS FOR PARLIAMENT
1 LIGHTED TORCH IN
KEG OF POWDER
FOR PHILIPPINES

Dr .Geo. Masgana
•

VETERINARY

SURGEON AND DENTIST.

Graduate from Alfortyllle Veterinary school (Paris, France) due
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college, Charter member of
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Amociation. Will treat scientifically with the
latest improved instruments and up to date treatment
all &mow if
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offices Thompson Trails/air Co, Both ',hones

•.o.ing to the feet that the con- tract and the proposed contract or.
toot existing between the City ..of -4116.6310.61h
There is notOing contained in the
Eaducah and the local water comehanging the
cont: act
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fire
:, for
the
floe current mouth, it was in' rights of the coy or those of
original
the
andet
r-mpany
council
water
general
the
bent upon
oegot Ate for such service cover- franchise. lite city still retains the
tne water couiwig the remaining period which the oght to porches
6 nchise of the water company still cany's plant at t..e :xpiration of each
bas to run, ti-wit: eighteen years. five year period, Its accordance with
After several conferences between the terms of ttic original Jr-inclose.
This committe, has also compared
ills joint light and water committee
rates contan.zd 'ii the proposei
emothe
water
the
of
officers
and the
tion', a scale of rates for fire hy- contract with those in edect in ta7
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of
&tots was agreed upon by the coru- toher .cities for he same class if
Paducah,
have placed copies of the directories u f the cities named
aelletee and the water company. These service and fine ° proposed rates
below in the morning Register office at 533 Bioadway. where the public
by any )f
thee
i
OWN have been embod ed in a can- lower than
vi
when desiring the address of any resident of the
cities named.
enact which will be sumbated to the those cities. Toe approximate avgeneral council for such action as erage cost per hydrant in the num- Secretary
Oscar Simmons, r6 Years cf Age,
Taft Will Be Sent to hi
is—
etc wisdom of that body may detei- ber of cotes mentioned , above
Meets With Serious Accident.
nila
Next
to
Surirg
Set
the
Mais
oo.
not
mile. If the proposed contract
chinery
in
Motion.
The rates referred to were subfkr•orably acted upon by the general
I Henderson, Ky., Oct. 31.—Oscar,
souncil, it must be subm tted to the'notted by the local water company
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPU LATION
‘Vashington,
D.
C., Oct. v.—The the 16-year-old son of J El Simmons.
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open their ballots.
NEWPORT, KY.
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• In order that the setters may have c. ntinue the service, the latter of
CLEVELAND. d.
NEW YORK CITY.
will direct the Philippine commission
COLUMEUS. O.
an opportunit) to become fully ad- ccarse, being quite impossible.
NORWICH. CONN.
Therefore, this committee has no to call a general election :or the THREE DEAD FROM
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
vised regarding the terms of the proPADUCAH. KY.
DRINKING
BAY
RUM
COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
posed contract, a copy of the same is hesitation in recommending to the choice of delegates to what will he
-COVTNOTON. KY.
"grew th submitted, which read, as general council and to th: voters. of known as the Philippine assembly.
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Seattle.
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DAYTON, 0.
the City of Paducah, that the propo.- This body is to take over all legis- enlisted men
follows:
RICHMOND, VA.
Wisbattleship
the
of
istive powers heretofore exercised by
DENVER. COLO.
'Section 1. That the City of Padu- ed contract be ratified.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTNE.
consin are dead and two are seriousDETROIT, MICH.
JOINT LIGHT ANC WATER the Philippine commiseion in 'bat ly ill as the result of drinking bay
'IAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
emit. Ky., Agrees to rent and does
part of the archipelago not inhanited
DISTRICT OF COLUNITIA
COMMITTEE.
ST PAUL, MINN.
kereby rent from th ce Paducah Water
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men,
bay
As this date draws near, the Philtv.ur hundred and eleven (411) double
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
barber shop and dilnted it with water, FAIRFIELD. COMM
nozzle fire hsdrants now e-tablish- Two Short Sermons an a Shorter ippine people are showing sigrs of and together with four companions. INDIANAPOLIp. IND.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
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. A strange case of the fulfilment of
a presentiment of impending disaster
was that of Lieut. Spalding, in August, 1881. When Admiral Porter visited the American torpedo station at
Newport in that year, torpedo practice was to be held, and Lieutenants
Spalding and Edes were to ;;ivc
practice exhibition.
The mo:ning of the event Spalding
awoke with a sense of impending
dieent In vain he tried to shake 'ti
the feeling, but as the time for the
exhibition approached, the vague
sense that something disastrous Was
about to happen grew eh:test ie a
surety, aod, always a coutagecits
young man, he found himself cowed
for the first time in his life by nothing more tangible than what he termed a superstitious fanty.
the.iy, warter,
The :so offkere
tor the torpedo atation, an hal Oro.
ceeded about half nay when sirldeely
Spalding stopped. "1 wish this theig
wasn't coming off today," he said.
"I've had the creeps all the morning."
\Then he hurried back. to his lodging house and, hunting tip the landlady, handed her a card, saying, "I
think something may happen today.
If I do not come back, notify my par
ents at the address on this card."
Then he went to the torpedo station, and the two officers took their
places in a small boat, Spalding at the
oars and Edes in charge of the torpedo in the bow. Everything went
well until Spalding ceased rowing and
gave the word to fire the torpedo. In
leaning over the side of the boat to
launch the engine of destruction, Edes
struck the torpedo against the gunwale. Instantly it exploded, and the
two officers and the boat were blown
to atoms.
es • •
Years ago Mlle. Lornsette, a famous
tight rope walker and dancer, engeged to perform for a week at Volk's
theater in New York. She had been
in the metropolis only a few days
and was waiting for her engagement
to open, when one afternoon she said
to a '.friend, "I never ought to have
taken this engagement."
"Why in the world do you say
that?" asked her companion.
"I don't know," answered Mlle.
Louisette: "but I felt the moment I
entered this theater that something
was going to happen, and everyetime
I come the feeling gets stronger. Do
you think I ought to give up the engagement?"
"Certainly not."
During the early part' of the week
the scenery caught fire, and in an instant the flames had swept across the
stage and ignited the filmy garments
of the actress a. she was standing
bowing before the footlights. She
rushed to the wings. but before aid
could reach her was fatally burned
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been appointed by Gov. Fleckham to
'phospe old 4114.
preside in. the Hargis trial at JackConcord,•N. H., Oct. 3m—Mrs. EdSUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING P,EIGHT, MACHU,
dy, chief
. of the Christian Scientists son. Ky
\
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
ENT
AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
is robust and enjoying her life of com•
side, and so that everybody in the
fort and bears no evidence of any
THROAT
street could sec her, there was a
OFFICE SECOND AND
form.of illness. This afternoon het
ROE. BOTH PHONES.
woman who is said by numerous c.t
Othoe and Residence, Room 3 and 4
"private carriage, driven by her coech -.
izen. of Concord Who know her to
C4ilarnb1a Buildlag.
men, August Mann. and with Calvin
have been Mrs. Eddy.
Phone remit—Pad
A. Frye on the box, both in uniform
Snores of reporters had a good look
Bay anyth.ipg nod oil
drove into North and Main streets
at the woman in her carriage, and are
szIksso Court Street •
from the southerly- side of the state
agreed she looked exactly like :het
TOPA.
house two blocks and then can
photographs ,of Mrs. Eddy. The earOMse
(hack do'Ven Nortiv•Main street and
Architect and Superintendent
—DENTIST—
tinge windows were not curta:ned
disappeared out Pleasant View way. and the white-haired woman eti he
arat
Fraternity
Building.
MOVING WAGON 1•2'1 CONNECin tire carriage, sitting well lo the
Truehart
carriage sat erect like a woman in
Sig •
MIL
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
front, of thc wet on the left-ee,
241
fea.of,
;mei.
health
good
TEL. 702ADUCAH.
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We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills..
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A "WHITE MAN'S EvaiNG SPENT MYSTERY IN
IN DANCING
LEAGUE" FORMED
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WANTED—To purchase bird dog
tutween seven and eighteen -months
HAPPY TIME HAD LAST NIGHT
old trained 4 otlierwtse. A. J. HoAT HOTEL CRAIG ON
MANY JOINED THE BODY IN
RAILROAD OFFICIALS UNABLE gan, 722 Kentucky ave.
JEFFERSON.
FAYETTE COUNTY,'
TO ACCOUNT FOR THE
TENN.
TRAGEDY.
FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping, for $12 per
Red Men's Lodge Will Give Handmonth. • Apply 1246 Broadway
liteDERS DOLLAR SAFETY RAZ OR. THE NEWEST THING IN League Was Formed Partly on Ac-. some Smoker tomorrow Evening
.
•
on
the
Trucks
Submerged
Cars
at Club Room.
count of Threatened Negro
FOR RENT—One *partial( nt in
Were Also Showr. to Be in
Sii:FETIES. TR YONE 30 DAYS--!,10NEY BACK IF NOT SATIS
Uprising.
"Sans Souci" apartments. 308 North
,
e Good Condition.
n St Steam fiesta W. E. Cochran.
P
Last evening the guests of Hotel
Somerville. Tenn., Oct. 31.—Many Craig, of Fifth and Jefferson strets. Otto' 'iqrk, Oct 31.—Officials .•1
LOST—Large pocketbook with Sim
In
white men of Fayette county last ei.joyeid a delightful Haliow'een
bills. and $33 worth of checks paysylvania road. have been un"White Man's dance, together with a number of a br4
able to Contractor George Ingrain,
ii ght
joined thc
etermine
the
direct
cause
of
League" which was organized here their friends, and a happy time was
who lost it. Finder return to Ike**
tho
ter at Atlantic City, a‘cord
lost night. That the movement was passed upon the popular riming hall mg o
t_er
and get reward.
the following statement made
lespired as much by polities as by tioor that was cleared of tables and
public at thc local offices of the corn
I have opened a first class restaurgenuine fear of a negro uprising, is chairs for the occ..sion The jolly
throng
remained
until
an
early
hour
proved. by the fact that the. meeting
ant at 2213 Kentucky avenue, next
er
thorough investigation the
last night adopted resolutions de- this miring enjoying the diversion.
door to Third street, and will be
Pennsylvania railroad officials have
--pleased to have you call Best service
vounc ng Gov. Cox for removing the
accident
found
no
explanation
of the
(Continued trom Page (b'ne.)
Cotillion Club Dance.
River Stage&
promotly rendered. LES PURDY
election commissioners of the county
.kt The Palmer next Wednesday oh the Thoroughfare bride Sunda).
is.i, rising.
anti appointing a new commission.
All
posaible
theories advanced have
The inspector
shaw creek behold
Chattanooga. 4 7, falling.
1 .., sk
ecnounted Gov. evening the Cotillion club will. give •
Export AcconntanL
stated though tl.at this party had dis- Cox as a traitor to the democratic dance. The club meets with Mr been Ireced to .the bottom, but the
Cincinnati,. 12.4, falling.
Vs ill post, examine, systematize and
-'rank Boone at his office nest Sun- cause pi the derailment of the electric at.dit books by the
connected the pipe on being ordered party.
F.vansville, to.9, fallifig.
day, week. or the
day afternoon to_.......
reorganize and elect train ispeto better known now than job. Tetras' Reasonable.
to do so, and there was no further
Florence, 34, falling.
Judge
\\
injunction
issued
by
An
' at first
cause for complaint from this source. !.; Laughlin of Memphis has been officers.
Johnsonvile, o.3, fallitig
JOHN D. SMITH. Jr. rig Fratern
•
"It was hoped that the trucks of ity
(thin of that Nicinity claimed pipe o.ived upon the new commission and
Louisville, 5.5, falling.
building
Matinee altaliadas
the care raised out of the water would
accummulations ran oat that proved the .old comm;ssioners say they will
Mt Carmel, 1.2, standing.
.\bt and .Liach weic the composers
clue. but they didnot
unhealthy, and the board had the in- so ahead and hold the election.
Nashville, 8.6. falling.
WANTED FOR V. S. AP.MY—
al
ra
:
t
y
t
:.
forming
subject
°InC
ere
for
carefully
discussion
the
and
home
whose
spector to find iron
Davis Island Dam, 6.s. rising.
Able-bodied unmarried men bet wean
rendit'on
at
the
meting
of
the
Matofficials of the company. including
pipe came:
St. Louis, 5A rising.
and 3a; citizens of United
Static, Galvanic, Fa- inee Musicale club yesterday after - general, manager Atterbery, Chief States,of,ofat good
The board ratified the permission
Mt. Vernon, to.3, falling.
character an tempePresident Wilhelm had given to the radic, Electricity and root, at the Eagles' Home on Sixth Electrierugineer George Gibbs, Gen rate habits, who can speak, read and
Paducah. 10 3. falling.
and Broadway. lit'ss Isabel Mahon eral Superintendent of 1Notfre Power
Independent Telephone company to
write English
Burnside, a, falling
For information ap
vibratory
Massage
for
M a, the leader, and a fine time had
A. W. Gibbs and others. •
conduit
underground
lay too feet of
ety to Recruiting Officer. New RI*
Carthage, as,
by
the
members.
"The
truck!,
were
intact, and there e-onel House. Padocale
Nervous
from Jefferson, north on Fifth street Female and
Ky.
was nothing ahem either the wheels
Superintendent Kebbler of the light Diseases.
The "Tom Boy" will be let into the
Dr.
J.
W.
Paducah
Girl.
Wormer
or other parts to throw any light on
plant was directed to make out a reriver from the dry docks Saturday.
Last evening at St. Louis Miss the matter
The Henry Harley left yesterday quisition showing what extra supplies Pendley, 311 B'w'y.
WARNING.
Willie Cornelius of that city and Mr. "A thorough t saminaHon of the
for Fsaneville and comes back tOMOr- he ncedsd on hand for use in case
I.eslie
New
York,
Curtis
of
Morrison
COAL
WILL
ADVAtICL TWO
bridge
and
the
used
in
oieehanism
Virginia Sweet Pankake flour and
any of the present powerhouse equipmarried at the bride's home, 5064 moving the draw showed these were CENTS A BUSHEL NOVEMBER
been
that Sugary Sugar House Malsases
ment gave out
The Lizzie Archibald has
Cahezne Mac The had*•a Poloir in perfect shape .All evidence shows rST. DON'T TAKE CHANCES ON
The . street inspector informed the are mighty fine., 'For sale at Meipalled net on the dry docks for ccyoung lady formed,' of
ARA
this eiti• that the rails were exictly in place. DEALERS WHO
COMcommence et man's.
board that lie could
PLAINING OF THEIN NINES
Aside
from
the
fact
that
the
interof
the
out
today
on
gravel
passed
chi
spreading
The City of Saltillo
Charming Evisaiag.
locking signals could not have shown, INABILITY TO SHIP THEM
the Tennessee 'river lest night en dirt fill in CAdwell street near the repair or remove the defective awning
It. many homes of the city bet SW. a clear track otherwise. the bridge COAL PLACE YOUR ORDER
in
concrete
from
front
of
the
Seventh
and
new
Union depot .srhere the
route back to St. Louis
ening Hallow'enn parties were given. tender is
positive that the rails on the WITH BRADLEY BMOC. AND
Broadway building formerly occupied and jolly gathering. -had by many
The Joe Fowler come• in today culvert has jest been put
draw
and
those on the stationary REST EASY KNOWING TOUR
by
store,
and
which
buildHays' drug
Permission vas given for the N., C..
from Evansville and gets out immediORDER
WILL
BE
FILLED
part of the bridge fitted precisely
& St. L. railroad to lis4 the city's ing belongs to Mr. Scott The awnately on her return that way.
Magnolia Circle Dance.
PROMPTLY WITH THE BEST
-i-.1'When
the
train
was
approached
he
The steamer Clyde got out yester- horse roller te roll the railroad drive- ing endangers anyone passing beThe Magniolia grove of the Woodstanding within three or four feet of COAL BROUGHT TO THE MARmen of the World will give a dance
day for the Tennessee river. She ways. The company is In pay the neath it.
KET. WE HAVE A LARGE SUPGeorge Emery was ordered to have tomorrow evening at the Woodmen's the point *here the rails joined and
municipality the regailar rates charged
comes back next Monday night.
PLY IN OUR SHEDS IN REhe
looked
at
the
track
to
see
all
was
moved
some stone be lett piled on hall on North Fourth street
The Dick Fowler gets out for Cai- for use of the machine
right. The officials examined the SERVE AND OUR MINES AU
The street corner arc light on Sev- Fountain avenue between Jefferson
rn If 9 o'clock this morning. Tobridge structure and found it strong SHIPPING US DAILY.
enth and Norton streets was ordered and Monroe streets. The stone is in
Red Men's Smoker.
night she returns about it o'clock.
LUMP sac. X00 sac. NUT vie
front crf some of his mother's propmoved to Sixth and Nortott.
The lodge of Red Men have ar- and safe in every respect.
The Georgia Joe will pass up
PER BUSHEL
For eight years past the city has erty that he was looking after
ranged for a handsome smoker to be
morrow bound from Memphis to OnSUbscribe
for
the
PHONE 339 BRADLEY ^ROB
Register.
Further time was given the city given to mqrrow evening at their
einnati. She left the former place had a street electric light stationed at
roundrailroad
engineer
in
into
the
Central
which
,look
to
will
the
Illinois
Fourth
street.
It
hall
on
North
yesterday.
The Buttorff went to Nashville yes- house The clerk of the board was defective .storm sewers, clraimtge at occur after the secret meeting of the I
lerday and, coming back Sunday, lays directed to look up the records to the mouth of Maiden alley on Broad- lodge, and be for the members alone
It will occur in the clubrooms which
until Monday before getting out for see on what teams the city put the way.
The hoard of works has decreed have been newly furnished and equiplight there for the railroad people's
Clarksville •
that no signs of any nature shall ped
The steamer Kentucky comes out of use.
At present...where Seventh street. if overhang or be stood upon the public
the Tennessee river tonight and lays
Morning Nuptials.
until 5 o'clock Saturday afternoon be- entendecl, would touch Norton. the sidewalks, except suspended electric
the
return
Nettie
Jones, of this cite. and
uses
Miss
railroad
her
signs
in
front
people's
places
of
St.
L.
of
on
&
C.
away
N..
skipping
fore
The board business. It is reported to them that Dr. F. M. Dorra; of Bandana, BalRezanov, by Gertrude Ashartio Barr. This is the biggest selling
ground for its yards.
trip.
The most powerful nOwd if this book in ihe
thinks this ground has been dedicated some have signs standing on the lard countf were marired yesterday
united State* today.
talented author.
Parties desiring the best table ser- to the city for extension of Seventh streets, and others have them hang- morning at 9 o'clock at the resiThe
Lady Evelyn, by Max PetaHouse of Defence, B4111100. This
vice it parties, dinners or any social all the way through from Jones to ing from, or painted on poles of the dence of the bride's mother. Mrs
ls Benson's latest and greatest berton. Here is a problem. Every
feature. can Dick Logan, old phoe Husbands street. and directed the telephone and private light com- Mary Jones of 1204 Trimble street.
work,
girl hopes to have one like it to
city solicitor to look up the records panies. The board issued an order di- A few friends and the relatives were
23Sh
Doc Gordon, by Mary E. Wil- solve.
and see if the N.. C: & St. L is using recting the telephone and light com- in attendance, and following the
brisse--ereeetnan. Far and away the A Rock in the Baltic, by
Bettor your FlCisbrnan yeast tick- the ground :is its yard,. witheit:.t panies to warn people against paint- ceremony the couple left Inc their
the best book written by this Robert Barr. A rattling good
ing or tacking signs on the poles of home in Bandana.
et, * us and we wifi. redeem them aathority.
Very pretty and winsome is the
popular author.
are give you nicv-frech`lyeast for
Property owners complained to he the corporations, else they will be
ns=of law*, romance and adbfide who has many friends
popular
The Man Between, by Aladin
priva
built
them, at Biederman's.
someone
had
prosecuted.
board that
. ..
Some of the confectioners and other in this city, while the groom is the
ate fence across the public alley runwell known physician of Bandana.
These are beautiful books, illustrated in color, regular 111,5o
ose•••••••••••••••mmliesesell ning through the block bounded by merchants pull their movable fruit
bindings and our special price is only pc. Sold only by us at
Second. Third. Ohio and Tennessee stands out several feet onto the pubi
this price. We receive all the new beeks as noon as they ar•
street. The board directed Street In- lic sidewalk fronting their places of
Violet, Ultra-Violet,
published and we cut prime on all books.
spector Elliott to clear the passage- business, and this obstructs the pavements to the extent that the board and X-Ray treatment
way of this obstruction.
The following Ls a list
Euperinread
from
issued an order prohibiting the mer- used in
A letter was
Cancer and
cn simple safe remedies, very
tendent Egan of the Louisville divi- chants of this character from using
often needed to overcome
sion of the T. C.. wherein he said he more than two feet of the pavement Skin Diseases. Dr. 3.1
the little ills that occur in
had directed the road department to extending out from the front wall of W.Pendley, 311 B'w'y.
every household.
',confer with Engineer Washington, their building.
Spirits of Camphor for
1 and see about the road immediately
cold in the head.
ana
moving over to one side of First
Tincture of Arnica for
street the railroads tracks for the
sprains and bruises.
"river front" switch. These rails have
Water of Amonia, for
ta be taken from center of the street
sting and bit of Insects.
between Broadway and Washington
Aromatic Spirks of Anemand put over on the east side of First,
ia, as a stimulant in sick
in order not to interfere with the
/
headache and faintint
storm sewers, concrete pavements and
Bicarbonate of Soda, as a
brick streets to go down on First.
dressing for burns.
Someone w'thout authority hauled
Essence of Ginger, for
away about 7,x) of the city's brick
colic.
from Second and Washington streets,
Essence of Peppartnint
and as result the board ordered the
for sick stomach vomitinspectors tht city keep on the pubing.
lit improvement works to notify
Curtulated Yemen% is the
Street Trispeetne Akonno Elliott when
best healing salve.
there was any surplus material to he
baffled . awaY, so it can be looked
after by Mr. rtliott's men and theft
INC
WO
prevented by anyone unscrupulous
DRUGGISTS.
enough to take the eityla - material
Fifth and Lreadwity.
withont permission.
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5. A. Scott was directed to ether
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MTHERSONS DRUG STORE

FOURTH and BROADWAY

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

RIVER NEWS
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NO TORN UP STREETS
FOR THIS WINTER
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Largest, Best and Biggest Selling
Coppoight Novels of the Day
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HOUSEHOLD
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9.f.IVIlson at Harbour's Department Store
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